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Equipment lists are frequently used as a barometer of talent. In our case, we have designed a tightly integrated system to 
deliver the highest quality results without financing or renting our equipment. Therefore, we are empowered by intimately 

knowing, managing, and improving our overall system with each project we complete. Most would seldom believe the power 
of simple technology in the right hands – we change that perception through the value we bring! 
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Kit Type Description Value 

Camera Kit All types of shots striking within a 90% range of full cinema quality with the ease of compact camera 
sizing. 3 body kit built around the Lumix GH line with any lens range needed. 

$12k 

Lighting Kit Lighting gear to meet most production needs. 3-point LED location kit. 2-point Kino studio kit. 4-point 
Par kit which is a DMX controllable stage kit offering lamps for any mix of color. 

$3k 

Audio Kit 
Booms, Lavaliers, and field recorders. Go beyond a sound tech into pro audio engineering with a rack 
rig. Any cable and connector you can need. High fidelity wireless audio and capture equipment. 

$2k 

Stability Kit Need to be able to hold all this equipment and can do it all at one time. Fluid head tripods for each 
camera, gimbals for movement, a 48” slider, shoulder mount rigging kit, and tripod wheels. 

$4k 

Grip Kit C-Stands, reflectors, backdrops, sandbags, lightweight light stands, counterbalancing weights, ample 
electrical cabling, equipment to build up a video village for production day. 

$3k 

Live Kit 
All the above and add switchers, monitors, and a DIT workstation. 100’+ cabling runs. HDMI for every 
need. ATEM Mini Pro ISO for editing compatibility and livestreaming. 

$2k 

Studio Interior facility 20’ X 20’. Light grid, backdrops, workstation, staging area, hair and makeup sink, craft 
provisions. Climate controlled and sound dampened. 

$8k 

Hair and 
Makeup Kit 

Makeup samples for each skin type and need with single use applicators. Hair trimming kit for fresh 
ends with supplies for styling. Access to a private bathroom and wardrobe room when on site. 

$2k 

Edit Suite 
A main edit bay powered by an 8TB mirrored media server. Assistant edit bay adjacent for side by side 
work. Location based DIT edit bay ready to go remote. A home theater screening room. 

$6k 

On-The-Go 
Kit 

GoPro, DJI, Point and Shoot, Run and Gun. Toys for the hobbyists and magic in the hands of a 
professional. Extreme environments, mobile production, aerial footage, rapid content. 

$2k 

Print Kit DVD’s, Covers, Flyers, Posters, Prints, Portraits, Landscapes, Art. Up to 48” wide and as long as you 
need. Put our print shop to use to make your media tangible. 

$5k 

Collaborator 
List 

A strong rolodex of seasoned professionals and eager artisans to fill into each role needed to pull the 
whole production together and use all this gear at full capacity. 

Priceless 

   
 


